
Illex Lure Battle Minnow 80SP Shiny Bleak

Illex

Product number: IL-17094

The suspending version of our BATTLE MINNOW 
80 is a fantastic jerkbait minnow suitable for slow 
rivers and lakes, especially when predators are 
chasing shoals of young fish.

Weight: 0.0064 kg
16,95 €
15,29 € * 15,29 €

Experience the ultimate fishing performance with the Illex Battle 
Minnow 80 SP lure

A masterclass in jerkbait minnows, the Illex Battle Minnow 80 SP lure is your secret weapon for successful 
fishing in slow rivers and lakes. Perfected for fishing a variety of predatory fish, including perch, asp, trout, 
chub, black bass and pike, this lure offers unrivalled underwater attraction.

Unique swimming action for maximum catching success

When guided slowly, the Illex Battle Minnow seduces with its casual swimming motion, which suggests 
easy prey. Pick up the pace and it transforms into a frenetic fleeing fish whose unpredictable movements 
tempt even the most cautious predators to attack.

Technological innovation for long casts

Thanks to its innovative weight-shifting system, the Battle Minnow 80 SP enables exceptional casting 
distances, allowing you to target even hard-to-reach hotspots with ease. Ideal for anglers who want to refine 
their technique and increase their catch rates.

Product features at a glance

Target fish: erch, asp, trout, chub, black bass, pike
Areas of use: Slow rivers and lakes
Swimming motion: Easy-going when guided slowly, nervous and unpredictable when 
twitching/jerking quickly



Technology: Weight shifting system for increased casting distance
Bait type: Suspending jerkbait minnow
Length: 80 mm
Running depth: up to 60 cm
Weight: 6,4g - Specified for optimum performance

Rely on the Illex Battle Minnow 80 SP lure to revolutionise your fishing experience and achieve impressive 
results on every trip to the lake or river. Discover now how this jerkbait minnow will make your catches 
unforgettable.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

